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Spectrum for medical and lab supplies is an innovative sourcing & distribution 
company, involved in exclusive representation and global supply of a wide 
range of medical devices, commodities, and high-quality pharmaceuticals.

Based and founded in Jordan back in 2011 with o�ces and branches based
in Iraq which is our main market we cover the entire need of the health care
sector in the Iraqi market, we also have distribution centers in key cities to 
make sure the fast and cost-e�cient delivery for our customers. 

The founders of this company and their sta� have worked for the Iraqi
ministry of health and occupied high rank positions in the government 
whether that was for a short period or long it results in know how when it 
comes to successfully wining and ful�lling tenders and contracts.
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Our new and improved Product Support Team composed of highly trained sales 
personnel, scientists and market researchers, who work closely with our 
approved GMP partner manufacturers and CRAMS organizations to successfully 
develop products from the earliest conception stage up till product 
commercialization.

We are an ISO9001:2015 certi�ed company, specializing in providing
full sourcing options and expert regulatory support for the widest range
of the rarest and newest products supplied from manufacturing partners
with full compliance to strict cGMP guidelines and regulated by 
leading authorities such as WHO, EDQM, TGA, US-FDA, UK-MHRA etc.
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Every detail from manufacturing
to packaging to shipping is 
handled with quality in mind..
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Our core team consists of highly quali�ed professionals with excellent
academic accreditations who are fully experienced in various aspects 
of the medical, lab, and pharmaceutical industry.

Our employees share the vision of a better future for patients, as well
as the progress and success of our organization. The performance 
acclimatized work culture and accountable working approach of our 
company attracts top professionals, who strive to strengthen the organization's 
image as a global leader in the healthcare industry.

Our main departments of medical devices, commodities, and
pharmaceuticals are independent with their own managements and sta�
to ensure and ful�ll the global regulations and high-quality standards.

Our mission is to become the preferred supply partner to our customers and
achieve sustained growth, through consistent delivery of innovative, 
customer-centric, world-class quality products.
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Our Maintenance service centers are highly qualified professionals
 with excellent academic accreditations who are fully experienced in
 various aspects of the medical & labrotary devices, Located in
 Baghdad , Najaf , and basrah

Our private shops  15 shops arround Iraqi provinces , which are related with
  private & Government hospitals for direct sales
 the implemnted sales startegy and the highly skilled salesrepresntitives are the
key factors of our high annual revenue

Our Scientific Bureaus 5 Offices, manage all tenders with Iraqi Ministery
 Of Health to follow up and fulfill the contracts according to the latest
 global regulations and high-quality standards which are implemented by

   the MOH
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